CBA Curriculum Committee

Meeting Minutes
January 28, 2022

Present: Annino, Damali, Hamman, Komissarov, Liu
Guest/Advisory: Vidden
Next meeting: March 4th 2022, 4pm, Teams

1. Approval of prior meeting minutes (SOA – 5, 0,0)
2. Consideration of CIMS requiring full committee vote

Holding on consideration of IS CIMS per discussion with Dept Chair Haried.

3. Next steps for cultural competency curriculum development

Damali, Liu and Nasif will hold a subcommittee meeting with stakeholders include IBAC, faculty who participated in discussion at the January All College Meeting, and AOL to create guidance for next academic year charge to include in final report.

4. Next steps for writing in the college proposal

Komissarov and Hamman will meet with MGT/MKT 301 instructors and Lindsay Steiner to determine next steps for writing in the college proposal.

5. Next steps for consideration of a quantitative literacy learning objective

Annino will reach out to instructors of MTH 160 to learn about the first year implementation. Reflections or early assessment data may be included in final report and used to motivate charge for quantitative literacy learning objective.

Adjourned 4:30pm